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1. Nearly a century has elapsed since the first industrial location theory 

appeared.  Both ite origin and its development were accompanied by an improvement 

of corresponding location models. Those off Ji-ts wore for a long time directed 

predominantly to the individual industrial location programming of Weber's type. 

2. The system of planning economic and industrial crovrth, as applied between 

the wars; demanded further improvement e in methodology. nho period was also 

characterized by a different approach to the theory and methods of location in 

tho East and "\ Host. 

3. iiooont developments in industrial location proprammint: techniques have boon 

directed towards two essential fields: individual location and group location 

prograraminfTi and tho allocation of industry pro mammine  l'ho former makes ¿Treat 

uso of mathematical methods to determine optimal locations and comparative methods 

to detormino the best amone several possible location solutions. Classical math- 

ematical methods of the Mebor and Palander typo are of little use for the practical 

noods of industrial location planning. 

4. ilotivitios in modem resoaroh pay most attention to the improvement of 

tochniquos for «roup industrial location programmine. Quantitative economic 

analysis is the starting point for the investi vat ion and programming of industrial 

locations« 

5. Industrial complex analysis and spatial models analysis are at prosont tho 

most important specific techniques in group industrial location programming. 

Of all mathematical methods, linear programming is the one that can help most 

in finding quantitative solutions for optimal spatial allocation. 

6. Tho high decree of development of industrial looation programming toohniquus 

offors considerable opportunities for both research and practical activities. 

Howcvor, different locational problems and dynamic changes of looation conditions, 

as woll as the importance attached to certain factors of location, demand 

continuous progross ài and further improvement of industrial location programming 

toohniquos« 
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Introduction 

Curront research and  development of scientific  jjndeavoure   in the  field 

of locational programming,   including efforts   to widen the fields  for applica- 

tion of the relevant methods,   have boon intensive      All of the resulti;  in the 

field of methodological innovations cannot be  summarized in one paper,  oven if 

that reviev is limited to the  techniques of programmine; industriel  location«. 

In this paper emphasis has  been  put upon locations 1  methods thnt   arc  important 

both for research and practical purposes.    Priority has been /avori to méthode 

of location verified by practice. 

Considerable attention has been devoted to locations 1 problème and methods 

of programming individual and proup locations that have not boon widely written 

about in the economic literature of the major languages.    For articles that 

have been written, the original  sources have been indicated for the convenience 

of the reador.    However, some valuable locational methods may have been over- 

looked r\s the author may not have been aware of thorn at the time of writing this 

paper. 

Duo to set limitations,  it was possible to mention only the most important 

techniques of programming individual and group locations.    Titles of the original 

papers arc given in tho liet of references. 

I,    ECONOMO THOUGHT ON THE PROBLH-   01   LOCATION 

Survey of the development of the theory and méthode of location 

1 The Industrial Revolution of tho nineteenth century meant for many 

oountriee intensive economic development.    It was thon that the Ruhr Valley 

became the world's biggest  industrial centre.    The Industrial Revolution spread 

throughout the rest of politically and economically disunited Germany and by 

the end of the century the industrialization of the country had already become 

intensive.    Accelerated industrialization created many problems brought on by 

aspirations of increased productivity and profitability» and severe competi- 

tiveness,     Realization of these aspirations depended^ ornons other things, upon 

the location of industrial activities 

2 For obvious reasons the nucleus of the industrial location theory appoared 

just at this time.    In 1882,  Launhardt published in Berlin his tentative method 

of determining optimal location, (lH    Thirty odd years later Weber constructed 

¿/ Nuabors in parentheses indicate references. 
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the so-called Vocational  trirmf;lo«; method for the srjnc purpose and in almost 

the como . sv.(2)    Ho wanted to dotemine the mdhodoloeical approach and the 

optimal location for industrie according to their needs.    Since that time,  the 

approach to the formula i on of tho location?! problem haa boon simplified. 

According to Launhardt locational optimality depends upon only one locational 

1 actor - transport co^ta,    ¿e in the case oí    ^ber's  locational trícele,  the 

apiece of the triangle arc composed of location of raw material,  fuol,  and 

consumption of product (marrot).     The task it then to find the place of pro- 

duction within such :, triangle,  that in, rhcrc transport costs will bo lowest. 

3.        In thoîic invcrtitationn Weber vent much further than his prcdoccs&or. 

He was the first to formulate the ori, inni indiirtrial location theory.    Accord- 

ine to him, tho determination of an optimal location depends upon throe 

factors:    transport costs,  labour and a^lomorativo-deGlomerative factors. 

Wobor widened considerably tho instruments applied by the methodology of 

detormininf, optimal location,  but all of hin methods (locational trianglo, iso- 

dapane system and Warin^non model) have been reduced to a technique of determi- 

ning   the individual industrial location with tho minimal transport conts. 

Other factors have been only of corrective impoi^.ncu.    It is not clear what 

their locational influence can bo upon tho methods mentioned above. 

4. All attempts to apply those early methods have shown how imperfect, im- 

practical and rather naive they are.    "vobcr's numerous fol loirs had as little 

success in trying   to perfect those méthode as he did, 

5. Amonft other theorists Palander of Sweden contributed most valuably towards 

perfecting Weber's technique„(3)    Although he showed a treat deal of ambition 

in trying to find prx-tic>al  solutions to the location problem, his work was of 

limited practical value.    In his methodological approach Palander improvod 

Weber's isodapano method by showing ways to determino industrial location unen 

applying this method.    To stray from tho teaching examples in applying this 

method requires a deeper knowled^ of the schematic importance of that complica- 
ted locational technique. 

ó,        -Tho f:.rßt locational theory hac, within tho past fifty years, developed 

into a numbor of theories of différent approach,  subject, or oxtent.    Simul- 

taneously with the development of the Ihoories, contributions havo been made 

towards perfecting relative locational methods.    Although it makes little sense 
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and is very difficult  to separate the analysis of development within various 

methodologies from the creation of the  theory,  a number of theorists have 

given most interesting contributions towards perfecting the technique of deter- 

mining location (A.   Losch, E. Hoover,  Chanukov, S„  Florence,  H, Hotclling, 

À,  Smithies,  G. Ackley and others).(4) 

7. Losch has kopt himself within the bounds of the importance of stressing 

the Wobor-Palander method of isodapanc for locational roaearch, with reference 

to a number of contributions of his own.(5) 

8. Hoover has emphasized demand as one oí  the problème in location research. 

Hii original method of determining the role of the lowest transport costs has 

not surpassed other similar mothods used by his predecessorst(6) 

9. 15ie most comprehensive importance of transport costs for tho allocation 

of industry in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has been given by 

Chanukov;  it includes a methodological aspect of how to solve these probloms.(7) 

10. Research performed by P. Sargant Florence led to the formulation of v/hat 

is known as the ''coefficient of location1-,  which denotes the tendencies of an 

industry towards dispersion or concentration.(8)    If we tako this for granted, 

such a method can hardly show how to solve existing locational probloms. 

However, this method represents an attempt to transfor from the individual 

methods of reeearch to the group industrial locations. 

11. Owing to their diverse character,  locational and opaco problems evoke 

the need to constantly perfect techniques for solving these problems.    The 

naive methodological location solutions given by Launhardt, Iveber, Palander, 

Florence and others could have been useful only in solving very simple loca- 

tional probloms.    Predbhl was the first to use the theory of space balance in 

explaining the allocation of industry.    He gave Lösch a bacie by making the 

problems of location a part of the whole system of economy.(9)    Among tho 

numerous contributions of contemporary theorists, outstanding credit belongs to 

Isard and Loontiof for pointing out the relativity of locational factors, 

possibilities of substituting them and the necessity to five a dynamic basis to 

the theory of location.(10)    The ossential  investigations of the methodological 

approach to the probloms of location can thus be seen in a different li^ht, 

this cannot bo said of tho already mont i on od mothods of individual locational 

investigation that are of a moro static character. 

•1 

1 
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12.      Economic  literature of centrally planned economy countries has taken quito 

a different approach to the theory and methods of  location.    This can best bo 

seen frou the history of the  role ¿Ivor to lieber1 c  theory of location. 

2i££SiE2£ì£SìF--Ì»Lilast and '„'est theories and methods ox  industrial location 

13-.      Freo enterprise economies,  containing clcncntrs of liboral economy with 

private initiative and an aspiration  towardt the realization of private inter- 

ests, denote a ctartin,;- point for the creation and initial development of the 

first theory of location.    Ideational methods have Leon developing in thin res- 

pect;  until ver;,  recently their task v/r.a to deten;inc the optical location for 

a certain industrial activity or factory.    Between the two warr. efforts uorc 

made by Predohl,  Ohlin,  Lor-ch and others to extend the original individual theo- 

ries into a general theory of location that vould also contain elements with a 

broader social impact.    Hovrevor,  only the intensive and manifold proGrese that 

has taken place in all fields of space economy after the Second World War has 

brought about a, marked change in that respect, 

14,      The planning of economic development has often been applied in countries 

other than those with centrally planned économies«     Some economic and social 

principles, made manifest through emphasizing the need to develop underdeveloped 

rodions (plane of development  for southern Italy, Mediterranean regions and 

Brctar.no in ¡"ranco), have gradually become part of development programmes.    In- 

dustrialisation of whole refcional units has become the most frequent  form of 
development policy,. 

15-      At the same tine,  it has become nccoecary to improve methods of program- 

mine industrial locations ac well, as, regional development ¿¿anninf.    In this 

domain of economic literature,  investigation of nethod* applied to individual 

industrial location gave rise to the problems of programmine group locations and 

to methods of space and regional planning.    Thin tendency in tho development of 

the theory and methods of location can bo seen through changes in the pro- 

fessional economic literature of the West.    On the other hand, even in a freo 

enterprise economy with private initiative and decentralization of investment 

decisions, methods of programming individual locations have not lost any of 
their importance, 
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16«        The importance of the theory and methods of looation in centrali," planned 

eoonomy countries developed in a rather different v/a,/,    Soon after the October 

Revolution the Union of Soviet Socialist Republios started preparations thu' 

were to bring about a planned economy.    At the same time,   tho country was 

divided into areas.    Thus,  from the very beginning,  economic  plans   lai J d n,i¡ 

by the Union of Soviet Sooialist Republics'  Governmeiit  took on a spatial dimen- 

sion«    In the elaboration and realization of the    five-year plans,   the distribu- 

tion of the productive foroes and the tendency of industry towards space occu- 

pied a speoial place.    Distribution was performed in conformity with the pro- 

claimed eoonomio and political principles.    Beside the basic economic principi.» - 

the realization of maximal social effects - principles of development 01  all 

regions,  promotion of the underdeveloped ones,  and similar social and political 

principles played an active role in the distribution of productive forces.   Por 

these reasons, research effects and problems of programming individual indust- 

rial locations were pushed into second plaoe. 

17«        Looational theories and mothods of the Weber type could not have plaj'ed 

an effioient role under such conditions.    Weber's theory of looation was also 

used in setting up the first five-year plan of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republios,    Soon after his book Über den Standort der Industrien was translated 

into Russian in 1926,  the opinion that Weber's theory oould not help to solve 

problems of industrial locations in a centrally planned economy bacamo evident, (il) 

Sinoe then, all looational thoories of the Weber type have been rigorously oriti- 

oized in the Union of Soviet Sooialist Republios' economic literature,(l?)   To these 

theories Feigin, Nemchinov and others contrapose the basic prmciplos of looational 

distribution of industry in the Union of Soviet Sooialist Republics. (13) 

The main task of an industrial looation does not lie in determining the optimal 

individual looational effects, but in its broader social role of realizing plans 

of eöonomio development.    Suoh an attitude towards the role of location did not 

oréate in the centrally planned eoonomy countries a basis for a more intensive 

methodological research towards solving that kind of looational problem. 

18,        This aspect must be taken into consideration when thinking of the almost 

non-existent research on the method of individual looation.    The last couple of 

years have, in the economic literature of centrally planned economy oountrios, 

seen a more intensive investigation of looational methods including mathematical 

methods that can be applied in these fields of research. 
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19.      '.Tien emphasizing tho importance cf tho possible savinç in transport costs 

in  the t'nion  of Serie*  f^i-üi-t   /.puUics  wA ;\n  :ncrc:-.ced interest  for 

research  into  locrtional  proti orni:,   the Trench economist  '/hambre  foresaw  that 

locational   theories '.'ober type  (14)  rx.ht   P.H?.ìA  be applied. 

20, Thus,  it. can be  Raid Unt  in rnit.- of controversi?.! development,  both 

basic techniques of pro ¿renani' industrial  location gradually acquire their 

proper place,   importance  and role i:.  the theory r.nd practice oí' the industrial 

development of the Uaut  and Wort.    ; othedc ara problems oí  individual location 

are given more room in the -;orruepondin,   literature of centrr.lly planned econony 

countries.    On the other hand,  pro, ranminß of croup industrial locations has 

found an important plac'.   in the  planning oí' economic development in many- 

countries that clearly have private initiative, 

21. In  spite of such development uf the rele and importance of the thoories 

and methods of location,   there s.till remain characteristic difforonces in tasks 

attachod to the programmin¿' of industrial locatione, resulting from various 

systems of political and economic life. 

II.    KETHODS TO DSTEriJlO D3)IVIDUAL IKIHJSTRIAL LOCATIONS 

22. Approaches to determine industrial locations can be best divided into two 

groups:     (a) to determine the optimal location as a function of two or more 

locational factors;  (b) to determine uhich of two or more locational projects 

would be optimal for the  location of an industrial activity or factory. 

23. Defined in this way the determination of industrial locations considerably 

influences the application of the correr, pon dine technique in solving some of 

the locational problems,     In the first case,  some mathematical methods can bo 

applied.     In the socond approach the comparative method offers some lasting 

results;  takin¿- this into consideration, th« t«ohnique« to be tpplitd in solving 

that kind of locational problem are outlined belov/. 

! athematical methods 

Classical mathematical methods 

24. Mathematical methods wore first used in locational research to determine 

optimal individual industrial locations.   The problems wore tho subject or 

research of the provioue locational methods,  that is, tho locational triable of 

Launhardt and Weber and the isodapane system of Weber and Palander.    Tho role 
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of minimal transport coste  was one oí' Vn>. not. t  important r^-ultt;  of arplyir.£; 

these raef-hods.    Even whon oimplifiod in this way,  euoh method» have proved to 

be too complicated for a practical solution of the problem, 

25. "ho isodapanc method has certain  rivüT-^-c:.     It e-u :.c  xcd to determine 

almost all relevant  pointe- within an investigated territory,   that  it:,  those 

with rospect to transport that have the  stano location?.! conditions.    additional 

methodological ways make it possible to choose,  fro?; a scries oi  locations,  the 

one to which other locational loaturoe ¿ivo a locational advantage.    Although a 

detailed description of ite construction has beer, ¿ivon and manifold possibili- 

ties of its application have boon indicated,   it has ::till not  boon urod 

cufficicntly for purpose« of practical  research,,    Tochni ernes of profc-ramming 

individual locations  are,  in fact, of little importance either for research or 

for practical uork. 

Folivector method 

26. The requirements of both research and practical work mean that the problem 

of improving the techniques for solving individual locational problems is ever 

current.    Constant development of mathonntice brings about an improvement of 

tho vector  theory.    One of the theorems in thir field of mathematical science 

is the methodological improvement in determining individual location with res- 

pect to the older methods already described.    Applied in different  fioldu of 

locational research,  thir; method in called the polivector method.--' 

27. Like the other mathematical methods,  this one has also been the subject 

of criticism.    The method takes for granted th„ shortest possible transport 

connexions and can hardly be applied i;   regions with poor transportation.    I5y 

applying this method the optimal solution can be obtained, which mathematically 

denotes the territorial gravity contre.    Also, it denotes an improvement in the 

application of the locational results. 

28. The advantages of this mctbod when determining individual locations are: 

(a) It can start simultaneously with a threat number of similar 
factors,   euch as consumption contres,  raw material and fuel 
supplies,  and alno with other different factors of location 
of equal importance. 

2/ The method has been applied several  tines in the last ten years or so in 
setting up of plans of industrialisation ir Yugoslavia.    It has also been 
ueod to determine the location of one of the new content factories now under 

f construction in central Bosnia. (l!j) 
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(b) Application of graphic or analytical foros of the nothod is 
relatively simple,  it enables locational results to be 
obtained fairly  quickly,  and the method cm be widely applied 
in operativo research 

(c) The ntthni can ht.lp tc acruirc results for each phase,  thus, 
subrot-ional  locati mal cptirnun is  l'irr.t investigated and 
aftcrwaras the definite optiual  solution is attained. 

The voy in which the location for a central transformer station in tho far west 

of Yugoslavia has been dctemirxd can be taken as an illustration of the posei- 

bilitios of   vpplyiné: auch a method.^    Saving in investments for transmission 

appliances and losses in transmit ting the electrical cnoray depend upon the 

choice of location;  they are in direct relation to the length of transmission 

ways. 

29.      Tho following prior conditions should be defined if this method is to be 

applied successfully: 

(a) Prospective coneunption of el-ctrical cner{.:y of th.. region 
should be „centralized tc five lccr.1  coneunption centres. 
Distribution of electrical energy is performed from these 
centres throu$i transformer stations of 110/35 kV to the 
final consumers; 

(b) Configuration of the soil stakes it possible to connect 
directly consumers' centres to the location of the central 
transformer station of 220/110 kV; 

(c) Sourcos cf electrical ener¿^ that feed the central trans- 
former station Cioinot be defined with respect to location 
nor with respect to the sise of the unit.    VJhen elaborating 
this draft, it was taken for ¿ranted that sources of electri- 
cal energy have nc influence in dotenninin^ locations for 
the central traneformine stations, although this is not the 
case. 

¿/ The necessary parameters in putting this example forward have boon formed on 
the basis of the analysin of the perspective plan of electrification 
(I. Janió (1961) • Slüktrifikacija Istrc'', Bnorf,i.ia üo. 7/8). 
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3C      Thus, basic parameters that influence determination of the location for 

a central (regional transformer station of 220/110 !;V) arc those that  show the 

amount of consumption of the electrical energy bcin¿ distributed through local 

transformer stations of 110/3*3 kV.    Annual consumption of each of the  local 

centres will,  according to tac plan, amount in 1930 to: 

Consumption of electrical energy in the local centres in 19Ö0 

(Transformer stations of 110/25 kV) 

Buje 120    GTJh 

Baderna 130    GVJh 

Pula 250    (Mi 

Rasa 

Plonin 

170 GNh 

180 GWh 

31. Tho locational task would bo to sec what was  the optimal location for 

the central transformer station of 220/110 xV v/ith respect to the local trans- 

former stations of 110/35 kV.    The optimal location allowc tho shortest possible 

transmission of electrical energy thus minimizing investment coßts for the 

transmission appliances, current expenses for maintenance, and the losses in 

transmitting electrical energy. 

32. To use the polivoctor method means to put a certain region within tho 

system of co-ordinates.    All fivo local centres of consumption (transforming 

stations of 110/35 kV) are situated within the delineated system of co-ordinates, 

This also makes it possible to sot up the distances by simple measuring of tho 

map, that is to find the length of the abscissa (X) and the ordinate  (Y). 

33. In order to moasuro the resulting abscissa (X) and ordinato (Y), the 

following table is made: 

Centres of energy 
consumption K & Y & U 
Buje 120 - 119 _ 14,280 

Baderna 130 15 75 1,850 9,750 

Pula 250 29 - 7,250 - 

Rasa 170 74 42 12,530 7,140 

Plomin 160 & ¿2 MJÂ4S 
^|260 

Total 850 36,720 41,430 

K m annual consumption of electrical energy?    X » abscissa;    Y • ordinate. 
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Figur» 

fh» location ohoio« for central transformer atation 
in th« diBtrict of Iftrif 

Tranformar station 110/35 kv 

Transformar s 
(CENTRAL T 

1   500000 

^.»^mfrttQtion 220/110 kV 
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34.      After insertine the valueo üiven above (iCx and Xy) into the corresponding 

formula, one gets the required results (X mid Y)  in tho following way: 

-fil V2 
K K. 

K x^    + 
c  }  d,4. 

K 

K xc 

£J*L UK 850 
40.8 

K^l   + Vi 
a h 

V3 v* K yE 

K     +   K K 

~50 
48.5 

35. When tho given values of the resulting abscissa (X) and the resulting 

ordinate (Y) are inserted into the prepared co-ordinate systora, the required 

locational solution will bo in the intersection,  (coo figuro following).    The 

influonce of certain practical requiremontr can mean minor corrections with 

respect to determining microlocation for central transformer stations.    Those 

are tho problems that should bo solved within the limits of investment decision- 

making and technical characteristics of tho location of a certain plant. 

36. Individual locations in different cases can bo determined by this method 

for industrial and other loosen.4/    it u supposed that tho locational opti- 

mal i ty depends upan ono or moro locational factors, whose locational activity 

can bo expressed in tho same way.    In case determination of the optimal loca- 

tional solution depends upon different factorc of location whoso locational 

aotivity cannot be oxprosscd in the same way, this method can be of no use or 

only of partial use.    In such a oaso tho only possible solution would be to uae 

tho polivector method whilo determining the partial solution basod on factors 

of tho same kind and to include, if possible, a factor of tho most decisive 

locational activity,    «the final locational solution will be found oithor 

¿/ A study of the Academy of Sciences or Czechoslovakia, published in I965 in 
Prague, treats probloms in connoxion with determining the location of a 
regional shoppinc contre.    The mathematical solution of the problem has 
been given in a similar way.(16) 
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analytically or through the comparative method after the given result has been 

corrected, 

Comparative mothods 

37„  Application of the comparative method in locational research is based on 

gradual adaptation of the general form of comparative analysis. The compara- 

tive method has in various forms been applied to many fields of economic and 

non-economic research. Its high flexibility in adapting to different needs 
5/ 

made possible its efficiont application in locational rosearch.^ This is why 

this method has a special place among the techniques of programming industrial 

locations. 

38. Under these circumstances this method can be used directly and indepen- 

dently for lose complicated cases;  for more complicated locational research it 

is used as an instrument of cfuantitativo economic analysis of the widest range. 

Its efficiency depends upon the form, tasks and field of application chosen. 

Here, the aim remains basically the same - to find an optimal locational solu- 

tion among many possible ones.    It thus becomes one of the most important élé- 

ments in investment decision-making. 

39. The comparative method is given a dynamic note as it can be widely applied 

in different phases and on different levels of investigation of a certain loca- 

tional problom.    Cuch characteristics arc favourable for the efficiency of its 

application evon within the widest range of dynamic economic analyses of very 

complicated locational problems. 

¿/ Examples of applying different 
numerous; of special interest 
gramming industrial locations 
products for throe regions is 
comparative costs method.    The 
économique rcigionale. by K,  Is 
This revicv: has been based on 
in the interregional research. 
Wc  Isard and E. Smolensky.(22) 

variants of the comparative method are 
is the role attached to i't by Isard in pro- 
as part of regional planning.    Supply of steel 
a simplified example of the application of the 

example ha3 been described in Planification 
ard and J,H    Cumberland (196I), Paris, p.27. 
application of the comparativo costs method 

The method has been further elaborated by 
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40. The influence of temporal changes in conditions of locating upon the 

optimality of the same locational case,  caused mostly by technological changée 

and technical improvements,  can also be quantified through manifold application 

of the comparative analysis.    In locational research, the conparative method 

can be used in the following methods. 

Complex comparative method 

41. When applying this form of comparative method, all locational factors of 

technical or economical importance arc taken into consideration, whether directly 

or indirectly connected with the investigated locational problem.    Qualitative 

and quantitativo locational factors arc both relevant in euch a comparative 

analysis.    Such a complex comparative method accorde the widest analytical 

approach in investigatine locational problems.    The following are the nogativo 

features of applying the complex comparativo method, 

(a) As a rule, it requires a relatively larrc amount of research 
work and time, and in some cases .it involvos high costa 
before any final results are reached.    It thus becomes loss 
efficient, especially in the fiald of operative locational 
research. 

(b) Locational results as functions of n great number of loca- 
tional factors of different intensity, meaning and direction 
of activity, aro often not clear or arc somewhat difficult 
to understand.    Such locational results cannot always be 
relied upon in cases where all parties arc not oqually 
interested in the final results. 

I Abridged comparative method 

| 42.      This variant of the comparative method introduces into the locational 

I estimato only those relevant locational factors and clemente of locational 
j 

investigation that are of direct influence upon the final result. Tho basic 

way of selecting and choosing the relevant factoro implies the elimination of 

all locational factors that arc of equal importance for all competing locations; 

and all factors and parameters of locational ostinato that arc not of essential 

importance for the final rosult and thus also for the determination and sequenco 

of competing locations. 

43.  This variant of the comparative method is especially suitable whon 

determining optimal industrial and other locations whore locational factors are 

equal or where there aro only a few decisive factors of location. It thus shows 

its applicability for operative and practical cases of determining the location. 
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In such a w,j i. ií; noi onij- easier to obtain the final result, but it also 

becomes comprehensible and lodici, creatine the impression 0f an objective 
approach. 

44.       It might .rove dan^rcuo to  oversimplify or encourage inadvisable vigour 

in selecting the  relevant favors,      'unimportant    locational factors must not 

bn forcotten as thic ni,ht :vsvlt  «r ^,hei- incomplete or iacorrect data crea- 

ting a basis for inaccurate locational decision-making 

On the other hand, if the choice of the relevant location factors and 45. 

parameter* in made competently,  the abridged comparative method »ill pr*ve to 

be of great practical  advantage in all caces where individual location is beinG 

chosen; there are aeveral phases in the process of application of the abridged 
comparative method, 

Defining the locational task 

46.      A prior condition for a successful application of the abridged compara- 

tive method m*«,«  to define the task clearly and in advance.    Although it can 

be also applied in some specific cases,  it is basically to determine the 

optimal amone numerous possible locations for a certain industrial activity or 

project.    To select tho location that enables minimizing of the costs of losses 

or maximizing of the economic effects is one of the most freouent tasks in 
applying this ana other locational methods. 

.^-£2Si2-.ÏÏ.inary;.so.leçt ion * 

.7.      then u.torninmg tho best oi the possible locations through the abridged 

costive »thod, n i. often possible to simplify the task beforehand.    One 

»*t filMl elimina.« those outìi,. „1Ile locations that do not meet the basic 

locational condition,.     For example, „hen bunding an integrated steelworks 
the minimi nooosnan. eromi wonld he 300 hoctarSi its cariyinß oapaoity at 

least 2 lalopBB per scuaro centimetre, minimal water supply of 2 cubic metres 

per sccor.d and M on.    other technical conditions can be determined in advance 

fcr whole series ,r factories c, units.    Elimination of the locations that 

cannot «ont economically such needs,  or other locational needs, can, in some 

cases, lead not only to P. simplification of the task but also to the definite 
solution. 
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Determination of the relevant locational factors 

40.  A correct choice of the relevant locational factor«, that is decisive 

parameters, is of the greatest importance for the efficiency and quality of 

the viveri resulte through the M bri di od comparativo method, Heeidoc a proper 

selection and elimination of the less importât lac tore, one muet also divide 

tho selected locational iactorc into quantitative and Qualitative factors, 

49«  Quantitative factors are those from which locationr.l activity can be 

measured or quantified. They can oo introduced into an exact or mathematical 

operation and directly related/ that is, they can Ve compared. Preliminary 

operations of putting locational netivitic? of more relevant quantitative 

factors under a common denominator aro ofton necessary. Host ofton it ìB a 

type of scale of values, but it can also be some natural common scalo such as 

kilometres or tons per kilometres, for example. Ilion production costi;, invest- 

ment costs, transport costs and other costs are taken as relevant quantitative 

factors, these would be suitable parameters- for n  subsidiary mathematical 

technique. 

50. In order to measure the locational optimality on the basic of the scale 

of values of parameters, one must differentiate between recurrent costs and 

non-recurrent costs, 

51. Recurrent costs are thoso that are repeated in the whole period while 

the unit is in oxistence. Their size depends on the characteristics of each 

location, regardless of their relation to the business conditions (produc- 

tional parameters, transport coste) or conditions of exploitation (exploita- 

tion costs, transport, energy supply exploitation costs and others). Thoy 

are usually measured in equal temporal intervals, mostly annual. Although 

transport costs can be taken to represent these costs, all other costs that 

are repeated throughout tho duration of the working capacity of the solocted 

location are also to be taken into consideration (production costs, maintenance 

costs and permanent losses, for example). 

52. Expressed mathematically the general form for tho value of thoso costs 

would be: 

C  » C   + C   + ..... + C 
rl    r2 

C • reourrent costs; n • number of years 
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53. Non-reeurrent costs are closely connected with those relevant locational 

factors of location whose activity is manifested in one moment, such as invest- 

ment coste. 

54. Some locational factors manifest their locational force in both ways, 

that is their activity happens only once (value of investment costs) or is a 

permanent activity of recurrent costs. The supply of water or electrical energy 

moans different costs on different locations. Maintenance costs, 1OSS©B and 

other costs for the supply of water and electrical onergy arc recurrent costs, 

being repeated at intervals, That is why the activity of one and the Bame 

quantitative factor can be manifested in both ways. 

55»  Locational factors that cannot be measured by objective moons such as 

working skills and industrial atmosphere of a certain location arc qualitative. 

It is difficult to find their common el ornent, but any comparison lacking this 

element is impossible to make 

Comparison baaed on quantitative factors 

56. The aim of each exact method of determining location is to obtain an 

equal result in relation to all quantitative factore. In order to reach that 

aim one must first place various locational activities under a common denomi- 

nator. Synthesizing recurrent and non-recurrent cost» can in our example be 

done in two ways. 

57. Non-recurrent costs, as for oxample investment costs, can be reduced to 

tomporal costs, this being achieved through the process of determining the 

annuitics.(17) 

58. In this way non-recurrent costs are given their temporal value; conse- 

quently, they are characterized by the same feature as arc the recurrent (annual) 

costs. Only after both types of costs have been reduced to thoir terra of 

common value can they be summed up. The given results for any number of com- 

peting locations can bo oompared in order to dotomine thoir locational opti- 

mal i ty. 

59»  Rocurrent costE can be accumulated into one sum by reducing all temporal 

costs to tho present value» Rocurrent coste:, (production costs, transport 

costs, exploitation coEts) are repeated throughout tho whole period whon the 

unit subject to location in being" used. Those costs are discounted on the 

present value which enables their direct summing up and comparison with non- 

recurrent coEts, such as investment costs. 
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60.  For such an analysis one must, for the unit subject to location, determine 

what ìB the economic expectation of lifo that is at the same time tho capitaliza- 

tion term. For the same purpose, ono must determine the profitability rate for 

the branch of activity (it will also bo tho rate of interest for discounting the 

recurrent costs). Thus, discount term and rate of interest enable recurrent 

costs to be reduced to the present value by applying the classical formula for 

discounting: 

n 
T  - A V   " 1 

n 
rn(r-l) 

T • total ooets; A - amount of annual expenses; n « number of years; 

6X.  Tho mathematic; expression would be as follows: 

C - C, + C 
i    r 

C n Ï. + C . IV* 
i    r   o 

C - costs; Ci » investment costB; C - annual recurrent costs ; n - number of 

yearsj TT  - discount coefficient in Spitzer tables. 
P 

62. The amounts obtained in such a way on the basis of the equal relevant 

parameters make a diroct comparison possible. Comparing the quantitative 

results gives an insicht into the level of optimality of a certain location. 

Quantification of the activity of all of the relevant factors as it exists is 

no doubt the best way to determine the most optimal of all locations. 

63. An example of tho application of tho abridgod comparative method on the 

basis of chosen quantitative factors has been set forth in a study. The study 

considers tho sequence of seven competine locations for a planned steelworks 

on the Yugoslav coast.(l8) Table 2 gives the sequence of the competing loca- 

tions in accordance with the optimality, basod on quantitative parameters. 

A roviow of the global locational optimality 

64. When consideration is given only to quantitative locational factors, some 

important locational factors with qualitative characteristics may fail to be 

taken into consideration, such as the industrial atmosphere, applicability for 

further expansion, the birthrate in the region and supply of local manpower. 
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Taking these factors  into consideration is methodologically difficult and can 

lead to subjective judgement in detorr.ìinir^, locational  importance.    However, 

these should not be disregarded-   review and consideration v/ill be given to the 

comparative method as o. mcanc oí tneir locational  activity. 

65. The  qualitative locational  factors cannot  be quantified;  consequently,   the 

very possibility of the sinple  synthesizing with other relevant locational 

factors does not exist      In cases ¿heru these  factors have a predominant influ- 

ence upon tho optimal  results to  determine a location,   this night prove to be a 

real  difficulty in seeking the objective result. 

66. The abridged comparative method can be met most often when such methodo- 

logical difficulties are involved.    It is helpful to decide firet what would 

be their real impact upon the quality of a location.     In such caces the system 

of points is used to determine the locational importance of these locational 

factors.-' 

67. It is much easier v/hor. the pointing of qualitative factors means only a 

correction of the sequence of locations and the results achieved on tho basis 

of quantitative, measurable parameters,    A direct pointing of all of tho rele- 

vant locational factors (quantitative and qualitative) is incompatible with tho 

research ideas that demand greater reliance on quantitative methodological ways. 

Determination of the objective locational recult shove us that only as little 

as possible of the subjective element is to be considered in such research work; 

this means that locational activity of each of the factors should bo objective. 

68. Naturally, there would not always be need to apply, or be able to apply, 

such ctrict criteria.    Neither can the locational importance of qualitative 

factors be neglected. 

69. In order to {et a better insight into the technique of synthesizing the 

results achieved on tho basis of determining the locational activity of both 

6/ In the postwar period thero wore several reviews published of the point 
system in locational research.    They appeared first in American economic 
literature.    An outstanding example is given in Industrial Management, by 
A,S. Knowlos and R,D. Thonson, Now York,  1944, pp.52-73. 
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kinds of locational factors, examples of such a nethod follow, Thic would in 

fact, be a correction or co:.:pl orient to the rerun j fror. Ubier 1 ná .":, both 

achieved on the basis of cuantitativo factors. 

70. It iö r-ccossary first to disxri':u.u- the tn,;.i -mount of points anont. the 

qualitative raid quantitative factors,. ?;• the analyse of such a locational 

example it has been detaining« t'nt -r'rnr. i vir, nn^t-iM.. ^-i»,*,-. + * ,-  .„ + ^ + .. 

tivo factors share 800 pointe (for the -.uotst  nui tabic location Dt tabic 2). 

The most suitable location can t ain a further 20C pointu on the basis of 

qualitative factors. Thin is the C--.SU with the C loop.lion of the ¿iven example 

in tablo 3). In order to get the inost objective results, the pointing should 

be performed by commission, later, points cf each of the locations may be com- 

pared. 

71. Table 3 shows that the liraited influence of the locational factors with 

qualitative characteristics has caused a correction of the achieved results 

and sequence of locations based on quantitative factors. Locations under D and 

C have rotated in the scale of the locational optimlity (table 2  and table 3). 

ill,   pRocsariaHO IJTPHODS FOR GROUP INDUSTRIAL 

LOCATIONS AKD ALLOCATION OF INDUSTRY 

72. fcuch loss tine has been devoted to the development of theories and laothods 

of prograoainii group industrial locations than to investigation of industrial 

locations.    Weber was aware of that area of locational problems,(19) yet  during 

the two following decades no sicnifleant activity took place.    The problems of 

group industrial  locations and the allocation of industry wore  tackled only 

after Losch,  Ohlin and others, and after planned industrialization had boon 

initiated by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-    These are still the most 

dominant problems of contemporary locational economy, 

73. The problems of programing fcToup industrial  locations are numerous and 

complicated.    They multiply rapidly due to the intensity of modern industrial 

development.    Advanced methodology faces increasingly complicated tasks.    Those 

arc the main obstacles that prevent a simple and quick development of nevr tech- 

niques in programming group industrial locations and the allocation of industry. 
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74,      In the methodology of space planning the  foi loving problème  nust   be 

differentiated:    programming {roup industrial   locations on the  basi y of their 

technological  and economic  connexions;  and efficiency oí space -¿1 location of 

industry. 

75«      Differentiated in such a way, pro I-Ions of croup indue trial  locations were 

solved in various ways by applying corresponding methods of programming.    The 

results obtained in creating specific techninutsB for programing that kind of 

industrial location,  aro not eufficient.    For this reason,   the use of quantita- 

tive economic analysis is still important. 

76, Bearing in nind the two ¿roups of problems already mentioned, two specific 

methods for solving locational problems can be pointed out,     Fhoco arc  indus- 

trial complex analysis of the Inard type, and spatial models in allocating the 

industry.    Economic analysis can serve as r. basis for both,  although each 

approaches modern mathematical methods in a different way,  especially in inves- 

tigating the final results and effects-    Other rúothods, especially modern 

mathematical ones, can be of considerable nolp. 

Quantitative analytical methods 

77. Intensive industrial  development and the process of industrialization 

bring about new locational  problems rnd features.    Different approaches and new 

methods in programming industrial locations are being created.    These locational 

techniques are concerned with programmine group industrial locations regardless 

of whether they are called industrial complexes, combinâtes, industrial centros, 

focuses of development or anything else. 

Industrial complexes analysis 

73,      The industrial complexes arc a group of industrial activitios and indivi- 

dual locations which, from the technological and economic point of view, fon,. 

a unit,    French economist Jean Chardonet was the firct to ßive a detailed 

analysis of these complexes,(20)    He al30 paid more attention to the complex 

aggloiaerative industrial problems - to which lieber and some other theoreticians 

of the older school paid only sporadic attention - than to individual problems. 

However, Chardonet's analysiß is still within the limits of classical economic 

analysis, as it does not even touch on the problems of quantitative measurement 

in industrial complexes.    The industrial complex analysis,  as elaborated and 

applied by Isard and his co-operators,  represents this type of methodological 
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system for investigating group industrial locations and their problems.(2l) 

This methodological approach is still 'cept within the limits of quantitative 

economic  analysis.    Industrial complex analysis comprises many methods inclu- 

ding quantitative ones,  such as the comparative costs analysis, and the input- 

output technique.    These methods are also applied in analysing final results, 

79. Owinfe to its complex approach and flexibility, this technique of pro- 

gramming  can be applied in different cases of research done  for group indus- 

trial locations.    The possibility of quantifying the expected results through 

this method is of vital importance for both locational programming and invest- 

ment decision-making.    For example,  the comparative advantage of the so-called 

"Dacron A:: in Puerto Rico, when compared with the second best variant, was 

estimated to have a yearly net profitability of $US 311,000.(22) 

80. The technique of programming industrial aggregates ae shown above can 

help a great deal to solve these locational problems,  but it cannot provide 

the solution for all group locations.    Exact locational results depended on 

exact subsidiary methods rather than on the industrial complex analysis as a 
whole. 

Other quantitative and analytical techniques 

81. Professional literature of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

analyses the method of programing group industrial locations in the same way. 

These analyses remain mostly within the limits of classical economic analysis. 

They comprise the analysis of technical parameters of location rather than 

quantitative analytical elemente.(23)    The analysis of focuses of development, 

established as a part of the regional theory in Prance, shows similar character- 
istics. 

Spatial models 

82.      Industrial agglomerationr and complexes still represent, as a rule,  just 

one of the forms of group industrial locations.    There still remains the 

problom of discovering, methods that would serve to solvo the problems of pro- 

gramming group industrial locations for a whole territorial or regional unit 

and answer the question,    How can all industrial enterprises or industrial 

capacities of a region be economically or even optimally allocated?     Besides 

general analytical methods, spatial models can also be used in programming the 
locations. 
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83. In spite of a difference  in the aim and scope oí' construction and applica- 

tion,   the method using spatial models can bo considered as a specific inetru- 

inent in programming group industrial  locations,    In countries with a planned 

economy,  the method of spatial models helps to determine  the mos+ economic 

locational  realization of the  industrial development plann, 

84. When trying to determine the most economic distribution of coal in the 

United States, Henderson adopted this method, although he omitted some of its 

specific features.(24)    A similar path was followed by I ars chale to determine 

the beet productional effects in the oil industryo(25)    In both of these cases 

suitable mathematical methods were used to find those spatial solutions that 

would produce maximum economic effects.    Both inventer and Lefeber wished to 

determine the general spatial balance in ?. similar way, yet their work differed; 

emphasii, however, was laid on the theoretical solution of the problem.(26) 

Spatial models can be arranged in three essential groups*M   homogenous, hetero- 

geneous and complex. 

Homogenous spatial modelo 

85. The subjects of rosearch in this croup are units and activities of the 

sacie kind, although territories may vary.    Homogenous spatial models require the 

most economic allocation of similar factories in a country or region,  euch as 

steelworks,  refineries, or coment factories,  for example.    These are the so- 

called spatial models of industrial groups.    At the moment,  this sort of spatial 

model provides the greatest achievements and the most exact results and effects 

of spatial allocation in a region or country. 

£6.      This method can also "be applied to ¿olve problems of distribution of 

various tertiary economic and non-economic activities, such as laundries or 

©edioal centres within an urban area, or the allocation of hospitals in a 

region or country. 

il Bovonter, in his "Theorie des räumlichen Gleichgewichts" (page 2) divided 
them into ,itotalniodolle,: and :,Partialmodollc»', 
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87.      Due to its relativo simplicity, tho homogenous spatial models method is 

at the moment the only one to be applied in programming that type of industriai 
locations. -* 

38.      The application of tho spatial rr.odclr method demands corresponding analy- 

tical preparations.    It compíleos the definition and volume of the subject in- 

vestigated (for example, allocation of sugar mills or cement factories in a 

country).    The scope of the method must also be determined:    minimizing trans- 

port or locationally relevant production costs, and maximizing productional 

output and GO on.    The cuality of the results obtained depends not only on the 

analysis of the givon situation but must also take into account the variations 

in quantity and size of objects and factories in a given region. 

89.      Final results of the model are given through tho application of the 

mathematical programming method, most often through the so-called transport 

model of linear programming,    The elaboration of tho corresponding algorithms 

depends on the typo of subject and task;  the final result depends mostly on the 

correct choice of locational factors or parameters. 

8/   Simultaneously with the elaboration of tho current fivo-vear plan of the 
economic development in Yugoslavia (1966-1970), homogenous spatial models 
are being elaborated for some locationally relevant groups.    Thi* is £iL 
done in order to check whether this method could be applied in the lo^ 

ïïmZl   f lì? °f th° Planned *«***«" of industrial development. 
2l t^ÎJ H    *?; Saper haS al8° preparod a ba8ic niothodological study for tho needs of Federal Planning Bureau, Beograd.(27) 
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90,      To obtain tho locational dictribution of a homogenous industrial ¿.roup, 

for example tho cement indue try oi .-, region,  in which a harmonious relation 

oxistc botween production and consumption,   r. nathonr.tic.al solution can be  found 

within tho limits of tho onc-etago closed transport model.    The eenoral form 
would bo as follows: 

1. Fin   T    -    .Ç      q c        x provided that 

2. *r        x. .    »   b 
i i j j j « 11 ^. t • • • t •. n 

3.    Ç       x JX.    , «        a <     —    1       9 m 

B n 
1-1 i 0-1 Û ij  2E    U 

T « total costs, c^ - matrix clemente, xt. • transported quantities 

of cement from the producer :'i" to the consumer :j,;, a,   - capacity of 

producor rrits, b. « noods of tho coneumer lij" 

91. In this way wo obtain the commuting areas of specific consumers; by intro- 

ducing a fictitious consumer j - n+1, we get the most ooonomic distribution of 

productional contros. 

92. The mathematical solution will take a different form provided that opti- 

mality of the location does not depend entirely on marito ting the goods, but 

also on providinfe raw mat oriels.    In such a case, tho so-called double-stage 

transport model vrill bo uaed.    Tho mathematical fonnula would be as follows: 

i-1       J-l 10     1J i-rtl       Ai       ij      u 

i-1» » T - delivery of raw material;    j - 1, *'. « processing 

of raw matorial;  i - r+1,..., m • processing of raw material by the 

producers of final goods;  j . ¿ + 1,    e - ooncumers of tho final 

product. 
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93.  Naturally, different problem« that appear in programmine group locations 

will require different procedures which io of no essential importance here ae 

all of them remain within the limits of mathematical programming of the linear 

and non-linear typo. This is, at present, the only way of Gauging the optimum 

variant of distribution. 

Heterogeneous spatial models 

94*  This method involvee investigation of economi o activities or industrial 

groups. The method ic often concerned with seeking the maximum effects of 

distribution of several or all groups of indue try in any region. In such a 

case, sovoral industrial institutions or factories belonging to different 

branches of industry can be subject to investigation; these would compriso tho 

contents of two or more homogenous spatial models. At the moment, there is no 

specific methodology in programmine.: such group industrial locations other than 

classical economic analysis, 

Complex spatial models 

95-  This method includes tho whole territory or region; it could be roughly 

identified with methods of regional planning. A detailed discussion of such 

models ìB unnecessary as thoy do not strictly belong to the techniques of in- 

dustrial locations programming. 

Ködern mathematical methods 

96. Tho aspiration towards exact locational results directed tho theory of 

location from tho very beginning towards a full use of mathematical methodical 

means. Thunon developed a whole bookkeeping system that would quantify his 

locational results. The mathematical soction is one of the composite parts of 

Weber's main work "Über don Standorts der Industrien". A number of other theor- 

ists directed their research mainly towards improving those methods. . 

97. lodern development of space economy was also accompanied by an adequate 

development of quantitative methods; mathematical theorems became a part of 

the industrial locations programming technique. 

90.  A dynamic and complex approach to locational probloras prevents static and 

schematic solutions. Thus, the dynamic ooonomic analysis, with the final 

results greatly quantified, remains the basis of research and programming for 
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almost all typos of locations.    I athematical methods,  applied in quantifying the 

results, arc becoming an indispensable tool in almost all fiel de of locational 
research, 

99-      Mathematical  programming must bo emphasized among the modem mathematical 

methods relevant to economic research.    The transport model in linear proclaiming 

gained vital importance in programming some locations,   especially in quantitative 

and analytical looational methods.    Other mathematical methods and theorems con 

be given only a sporadic role in locational research. 

100. In general,  the. application of mathematical methods, including mathematical 

programming, iB still used in scientific work rather than in practical solutions 

of locational problems,    This applies particularly to the programming of group 

industrial locations, in finding the optimal solutions in the allocation of 

industry.    One must bear in mind that the process of applying modem mathematical 

methods in programming locations is still at the research stage, and further 
results can be expected. 

Conclusion 

101. Although considerable achievement has been made in improving a number of 

methods for industrial locations programming,  still no universal methodological 

means or "ready-made- schemes exist that could be applied to solve all  locational 

problems.    This lack has not been caused by imperfect techniques in programming 

and determining location, but rather by various locational problems,  constant   ' 

changes of locational conditions and varying degrees of importance attached to 
locational factors. 

102. However, there do exist locational problems that can be solved in a simple 

way.    In some cases,  such as operative programming of industrial locations, text- 

books and indicators compiled specifically for spatial research can be used.(28) 

One thing is certain,  schematic and hasty locational solutions and hasty location 
programming do more harm than good. 

103. Quantitative economic analysis still represents the bost methodology to bo 

applied to the needs of industrial looations programming.    Many exact methods can 

bo efficiently applied within the limits of this method 

104. The type of locational problem détermines the methodology chosen.    Although 

a number of possible techniques in programming industrial locations are given in 

this paper, the author does not wish to imply that there arc no other looational 

methods that oan be used for the same or a similar purpose. 
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Chart 

or techniques in industrial location ratifpanpi nfí 
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